Roma in
I. INTRODUCTION
Roma are the largest and oldest European ethnic minority. has broken these factors down into two specific characteristics: racial factors (darker skin tone) and social behaviours deemed inappropriate by "others, non-Roma." This should be a cause for concern, especially if one takes into account the fact that approximately eighty percent of the Roma population (or nearly ten million people) resides in the territory of EU member and candidate states. 3 Despite formal legal efforts and declarations from the EU, the European Council and EU member states where large numbers of Roma reside, real shifts have yet to occur. This article will attempt to elucidate the factors underlying the actual lack of improvement or even stagnation of Roma, and to determine who is responsible for the situation in Europe, where a policy of publicly declared concern for Roma rights appears sideby-side with blatant violations. Cases of the systematic persecution and degradation of the Roma minority will be highlighted, as will the question of the political obligation to protect human rights on the levels of the individual states, the EU and the ECHR.
A question that arises concerns the ECHR's ability to act as a human rights protector in the face of public opposition. As Gerald Rosenberg argues, courts' decisions can bring about social change, however small, as judges are not in the same positions as elected and appointed officials, who are often fearful of political repercussions and seldom willing to fight for unpopular causes or to protect the rights of disliked minorities. 4 However, other studies have shown that the "hollow hope" argument overstates the limits of litigation strategies for social change. 5 As the most recent literature highlights, one of the major obstacles to achieve full Roma equality is the absence of a Roma civil rights movement. 6 Equally problematic is the disconnect between individual victories in court Taking into account this history, today's French, Italian and Hungarian anti-Roma politics and policy (which will be discussed later) should not be surprising.
Due to their specific way of life, which can primarily be traced to the retention of a nomadic way of life and general exclusion from "modern societies," Roma are not wanted in any European state.
10
It should also be noted that of the eleven to fourteen million Roma currently living in Europe, nine million have EU citizenship. Keeping in mind that "citizenship should be a forum where people transcend their differences, and think about the common good of all citizens," 11 we ask ourselves: why does Europe take such a stepmotherly stance towards Roma, and what is the nature of the vicious cycle in which issues of their existence and dignity are trapped?
In this article, the Roma situation will be presented as a multilayered problem. As one can conclude from the almost daily reports 7. James A. Goldston of new Roma rights violations, on the EU level, discrimination issues are linked to pompously declared measures that resound in the media and which, regrettably, are relatively unsuccessful. Additionally, the EU's policy of drawing on European funds to finance anti-discrimination measures has been a failure, with funds earmarked for these purposes going largely unused, as we will see below.
The ECHR has met somewhat greater success by rendering court decisions against countries that violate Roma rights, and has made a contribution to improving the status of individuals who have experienced discrimination. One example that deserves mention in this regard is the controversial practice of sterilizing women. 12 ECHR demonstrated that it is a strong defender of Roma rights by condemning mass eviction of Roma from their homes, located on public terrain-removal would have caused homelessness and governments were warned that they could not simply deem the housing needs of socially disadvantaged groups as "irrelevant." 13 Yet, in and of themselves, these decisions mean little, as the countries responsible for the violations do not abide by the decisions and fail to do what the court demands of them all too often.
In this context, another valid question concerns the actions of the EU and the European Council regarding "incorrigible" states that refuse to put an end to violations despite being given warnings. Warnings, it seems, are where the actions of European institutions begin and end. This article will present the declarative "European" stance on discrimination towards Roma on the one hand, and the actual discrimination that occurs outside the framework of projects and programs in some European states on the other. Despite the efforts that have been made, Roma issues are still entrenched in the national, regional and local levels of political, legal, economic and social-educational structures. This article aims to point out the multi-layered structure of declared rights and actual inequality in today's democratic Europe through the treatment of Roma.
II. IS THERE A PLACE FOR ROMA IN EUROPE?
With the fall of communism over two decades ago and the accession of the first Eastern European states to the European Union over eight years ago, Western Europe has been forced to deal with massive inflows of Eastern Europeans.
14 Ethnic Roma could also be found among these movements, 15 in particular, citizens of Bulgaria and Romania who are now EU citizens. Conditions in their home countries had become unbearable, with the situation facing Roma drastically deteriorating under the political and economic regime of neoliberalism. 16 The previous communist regime had generated employment for Roma and seen to their inclusion in society, more or less by force. 17 Communist authorities forced Roma and non-Roma to live together; any protests or expressions of dissatisfaction were brutally oppressed, which is why one gets the impression that in this period, communism successfully created conditions for the peaceful co-existence of the minority and majority populations. 18 One result of this compulsion was a superficial appearance of peace and a lack of conflicts. 19 But when the system collapsed, so too did the peaceful co-existence that was supposedly created. 20 Greenberg identified the problem of Roma in 14 However, when the Soviet Union dissolved, so did its economy and those of its satellite nations.
22
The Roma were unequipped to survive in the market systems that followed, and they fell upon exceedingly hard times.
23
The newly instated right of free expression as a fundamental right contributed not to the emergence of a peaceful dialogue between non-Roma and Roma, but to an agitated, sometimes even violent "debate" between oppressor and oppressed. 24 Still today, a number of Roma living in Eastern Europe mourn the fall of communism.
25
For them (and especially for those living in rural areas), the fall of communism meant privatisation and the redistribution of land, a development with severe ramifications for Roma.
26
They lost "the status of farmers" and were left without means to survive.
27
With that, they entered into a cycle of poverty: without money they could not support their families, they suffer from hunger, are unable to send their children to school if doing so means having to pay for transportation to the nearest school, etc. For Roma in urban areas and on the periphery of urban areas, the change of political regime meant the loss of employment in most cases. Unemployment forced them to take whatever jobs were available-even temporary jobs and jobs on the black market.
28
Another factor contributing to intolerance and even violence towards immigrants and other "vulnerable" minorities, including Roma, in Europe is the rise of extreme right-wing political parties. UN Human Rights Watch stresses that because of the power of the extreme right in Europe, the system for protecting human rights and freedoms is facing an ever-greater threat. In most cases, in Eastern and Central European countries and also increasingly in Western European countries, the Roma minority is depicted as being responsible for the current situation.
31
Some political parties are no longer even attempting to mask their xenophobia and growing hatred towards minorities, but are defending their actions by appealing to the protection and interests of the majority nation.
32
One can now find parties in parliaments throughout Europe that not only publicly support, but also actively participate in the expulsion of Roma. Parties that advocate an anti-Roma, antiminority, or anti-immigration policy include the extreme nationalist and Nazi Jobbik party in Hungary (which won forty-seven seats in the 2010 election and, thus, became the third largest party in the Hungarian Parliament).
33
The party proudly advertises rallies against Roma settlements, violence and threats aimed at Roma, as well as the foundation of paramilitary groups-which, though unconstitutional, are a very real occurrence in today's Hungary. 34 Another party with similar leanings is the Attack party, which is currently the fourth largest party in Bulgaria. it did, however, manage to get two deputies in the European Parliament. 39 The activities of both the Hungarian Jobbik party and the British National party were partly financed from EU funds in the amount of just under €300,000.
40
This is an alarming statistic that requires no comment.
In Greece, the openly fascist Golden Dawn party, which proclaims Greek and Aryan racial superiority and advocates for an ethnically pure Greece, entered parliament in the 2012 elections with eighteen deputies. 41 And, in the Netherlands, the ultra rightwing party for Freedom (PVV) is spreading xenophobia. On its website, PVV calls on the Dutch to register their dissatisfaction with the masses of workers from Eastern and Central Europe, in particular Poles, Romanians, and Bulgarians (including Romanian and Bulgarian Roma), who are taking jobs from the local population and who behave in an anti-social manner in terms of crime, alcoholism, drug use, dumping household waste and prostitution. With twenty-four seats, PVV is the third largest parliamentary party in the Netherlands. 43 The Belgian Vlaams Belang party followed the PVV's example and published its own anti-immigration website thereafter. 44 It has twelve seats in the parliamentary assembly and three seats in the Senate. 45 Today, the situation facing Roma is an issue that even the general public is forced to deal with as the media showcases the inhumane, negative and collective attitudes towards the Roma minority. In many places, Roma are still pejoratively called "Tsigani" or "Gypsies," which is why they often conceal their identity. 46 For example, in Western Europe, they often pass themselves off as Turkish to guard against racial profiling. "Many successful Roma hide from their true identity." 47 The media is deeply politicized-the media may respond to events involving Roma in a more or less favourable manner depending on its political feelings towards their leadership. In either case, the polar opposition between Roma and non-Roma is always at the forefront.
Today, Europe is marked by a very negative attitude towards the Roma minority. This negative attitude has gone so far that European Commissioner, Viviane Reding, has compared Sarkozy's expulsion of Roma from France in 2010 with the atrocities Europe experienced during World War II. 48 And, in light of the actual situation in Europe, historical comparisons of this kind seem alarmingly accurate. While the Commissioner's words were rather harsh, the oppression, degradation, and even torture and execution of Roma in twenty-first century Europe merit more than just censure. Amid all of these developments, the greatest paradox stems from the fact that the expulsion of and discrimination against Roma in all areas of life is being carried out in conjunction with 43 contemporaneous unification of the right, which has been gaining ground through its joint, unified approach.
56
Six countries (England, Sweden, Germany, France, the Netherlands, Italy), which historically represented the heart of European social democracy, are now (or were until just recently in the case of France) led by right-wing governments.
57
The political right is growing increasingly strong in Europe as right-wing parties that attempt to cater to disenfranchised voters concerned about jobs, increasingly resort to populism and anti-minority statements in times of economic hardship.
It is clear from the left versus right political problem (discussed above), that today, the right not only fails to support the special rights of minorities, but also takes a confrontational stance towards minorities and emphasizes the special powers and rights of the majority nation in the state. This is demonstrated by recent events. These events were marked by intolerance towards otherness in Europe and were publicly supported by right-wing political parties throughout the continent. NGO's Benjamin Ward pointed out the gravity of the situation: "The net result of human rights developments in Europe causes great concern. . . .Without concerted government action, the next generation of Europeans may see human rights as an optional extra rather than a core value." 58 The political geography behind the pigeonholing of countries as "left" and "right" is not in itself sufficient to gain a clear picture of the problems currently surrounding a xenophobic, anti-Roma, antiSemitic, anti-immigration Europe. In a majority of European countries, right-wing parties have not come to official power but are represented in parliament; 59 this is a development, which, considering how these parties operate, represents the ideological contamination of those parties that are in power. Another aspect of the threat posed by the far right is the substantial support some 56 press-and-release-news/press-release/article/there-is-noneed-to-fear-a-more-federal-europe-39050.
64. ENAR is a network of NGOs working to combat racism in all EU Member States.
European Commission, José Manuel Barroso, to publicly condemn the extremist Golden Dawn party "as a racist organisation opposed to fundamental European values."
65
And the story of a Europe with its eyes tightly shut is repeating itself. The President of the Commission has not stated his opinion on this party.
66
In the debate about whether the neo-Nazi Golden Dawn party should be banned in Europe, he sidestepped the question, stating that it is first necessary to define a neo-Nazi party on the national level. 67 He then added that the EU will strongly sanction any violation of rights and freedoms in member states.
68
Yet it is becoming clear that these are hollow threats as the EU is increasingly leaving this field to the discretion of national policies.
III. LEGAL AND POLITICAL GROUNDS FOR ROMA'S SOCIAL INCLUSION
The EU introduced the term "values" with the Treaty of Lisbon.
69
This document stressed "respect for human rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minorities." 70 The EU has not done this, despite expectations stemming from Article 1 of the Treaty of Lisbon, to which Article 1a of the Treaty on European Union (TEU)-which is based on these values and which states that the European Union will implement additional effective mechanisms for the protection of these rights as collective rightshas been added. The possibility of taking action remains limited to guaranteeing the individual rights of members of discriminated groups or adopting suitable anti-discrimination measures on the basis of Article 19, paragraph 1 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU).
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The establishment of minority 65. Letter from Chibo Onyeji Adla Shashati, President, Europe Network Against Racism, to Jose Manuel Barroso, President, European Commission (May 14, 2012), available at http://www.euractiv.com/elections/golden-dawn-party-greece-neo-nazi-party-analysis-512672.
66. Id.
Stella Tsolakidou, Barroso Expresses Concern Over Election of Golden Dawn in Greece,
GREEKREPORTER.COM (May 9, 2012), http://greece.greekreporter.com/2012/05/09/barroso-expresses-concern-over-electionof-golden-dawn-in-greece/.
68. Id. Without prejudice to the other provisions of the Treaties and within the limits collective protection for national minorities therefore remains the providence of individual member states. Accordingly, even though this issue has brought about a rise in nationalism and antiimmigrant political leanings and is currently a key issue linked to the economic and social crisis, the ECHR cannot be expected to decide on the collective protection of minorities. In this regard, Roma are the minority group that, because of their generally unfavourable position, requires the most attention from the EU.
Member states have exhibited a range of responses to the EU's warnings regarding violations of Roma rights. Yet they all stress what they have done and still intend to do to protect this minority. Emphasis is on legal regulation and ensuring fundamental human rights. Lawyers point out the existence of legal grounds (on local, regional, national, and international levels, including the EU) and effective legal means that ensure equality for Roma. Decisions from international courts are used alternatively to point out discrimination against the Roma minority or to refute claims that such discrimination exists. The attitude of the general population towards Roma depends on subjective preferences and political party membership, as different parties "react" differently to Roma. Politicians would prefer to avoid Roma issues as today's Europe is considerably intolerant and unfavourably minded towards recognizing a special status for Roma or for emphasizing the special rights that should be protecting Europe's largest minority.
As a directive on racial equality, Council Directive 2000/43/EC prohibits direct and indirect discrimination, harassment, and instructions to discriminate on the basis of one's racial or ethnic origin.
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It encompasses employment, training, education, social and health care, housing policy, and access to goods and services. 73 In the case of Roma, the Directive remains a dead letter in most member states. While Europe declares legal equality, in practice, it is contributing to the rise in xenophobia and discrimination, all too often either failing to respond to violations or responding to violations in an unengaged manner. Here, the system of sanctions available to the EU should be pointed out in cases where its of the powers conferred by them upon the Union, the Council, acting unanimously in accordance with a special legislative procedure and after obtaining the consent of the European Parliament, may take appropriate action to combat discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation. members violate human rights and the democratic foundations of the EU. Article 7 of the TEU foresees the possible use of a sanction that entails temporary withdrawal of certain rights stemming from the TEU, including voting rights in the Council, in the event that a member state blatantly and persistently violates the fundamental values of the EU.
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This sanction, referred to as "the nuclear option," has yet to be used. 75 A policy of isolation was only enforced on one occasion when, in 2000, dialogue between the EU member state and the then-remaining fourteen member states was frozen in response to Jorg Haider's far right political party joining Austria's ruling coalition.
76
The EU froze ties with Austria due to Haider's nationalistic, xenophobic politics.
77
Haider nonetheless remained in government and the EU was forced to lift the sanction, which only served to highlight the weakness of European institutions vis-à-vis national governments.
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The article mentioned above was also not used against Hungary, whose new constitution, which entered into force on January 1, 2012, fundamentally reduced the independence of the Central Bank and the courts. Instead of using Article 7, the European Commission opted for a more legally limited approach. It has launched three separate infringement proceedings against Hungary.
81
Where the first proceeding over the independence of Hungary's Central Bank was already suspended, two other proceedings dealing with the independence of judiciary and of the data protection authority are likely to be taken to the European Court of Justice.
82
The most revealing example of the EU's impotence was French The EU's reaction was identical to its reaction two years earlier, once again validating the view that the EU will only threaten France while doing nothing to sanction the country and stop the forced expulsions.
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The situation before the ECHR is somewhat different. Through its decisions against countries where issues involving the Roma minority have arisen, the ECHR established a broad spectrum of protection not only for individuals, but also for the minority community. Thanks to the jurisprudence of the Strasbourg Court in the 2007 case, D.H. and Others v. The Czech Republic, merely belonging to the Roma community now creates a specially protected "European" situation for minority who are relatively poorly protected on national levels. That case "failed on the merits before a Chamber, which set a problematically high probatory standard to establish discrimination on account of race (or indeed ethnic or national origin)."
89 Surprisingly, the Grand reversed the Chamber's decision to uphold indirect discrimination without having to prove discriminatory intent. 90 There, the Grand Chamber focused on whether the way the legislation was applied 83 resulted in a disproportionately high number of Roma pupils being placed in special schools without justification, instead of on the statutory provisions governing placements in special schools.
91
It should be kept in mind, taking into account some separate opinions of ECHR judges who do not agree with the protective policy described above, that the current regime of protection does not rest on a sound foundation.
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Judges from member states of the European Council where in which the Roma community is very large, and who often find themselves as defendants in cases involving Roma, have on numerous occasions stressed that the decisions of the ECHR are rushed. With respect to the way Europe advocates for fundamental rights, it is quite telling that only eighteen member states of the Council of Europe (out of a total of forty-seven) have ratified Protocol 12 to the European Convention on Human Rights (which prohibits discrimination).
93
Only seven EU member states are among the countries that ratified the Protocol: Cyprus, Finland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Romania, Slovenia and Spain. 94 States have a rather step-motherly attitude towards Roma. Although statistical data shows that the EU has earmarked €26.3 billion in its 2007-2013 budget for member states to improve the situation of Roma, by 2011, member states had only accessed €100 million of these funds.
95
By mid-2012, seventy percent of the funds had gone unused, revealing the countries' disinterest in Roma issues. This controversial measure was adopted as part of a broader government initiative against street crime.
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Similarly, French President Nicolas Sarkozy's decision to expel hundreds of Roma from France and send them back to Romania and Bulgaria, from where they had supposedly come, was widely criticized in the EU. 99 As this article will discuss below, the Roma have benefitted from these policies, gaining a great deal of attention in the media because the European Union now has to confront these blatant human rights violations and react, at the very least, on the legal-political level.
IV. FRENCH EXPULSIONS
In 2010, under a right-center government headed by President Nicolas Sarkozy, France began conducting expulsions of Roma who did not have French citizenship and were living in illegal camps on the outskirts of the larger French cities of Paris, Lyons, and Marseilles. 100 The matter became public when the media released a government "memo" on illegal immigration in which the Roma settlements were mentioned as "priority." 101 The French Ministry of the Interior issued an administrative circular in August 2010, putting mayors in charge of using systematic action to remove or demolish all illegal camps, with special emphasis on Roma camps.
102
As a result, a measure for the expulsion of all illegal aliens was issued. He also added, "A cash handout, a plane ticket to the EU country of origin are not the same as the death camps, the gas chambers."
137
Statements of this kind, by a French Minister, demonstrates the intolerant stance of the government towards all minorities, both ethnic and religious (which the Minister haphazardly strung together in his response) and merits greater attention that received in the media.
The abovementioned EU funds intended for Roma, which have gone largely unused, show the complete lack of preparedness on the part of European countries to address Roma issues and improve the lives of Roma. Pierre Lellouche did little more than show that the Roma in France represent just another segment of France's unwanted population with his statement. What is to become of the Arabs, Buddhists, and Jews that the Minister mentioned in the same sentence as Roma? In the debate between the European Commission and France, the issue of the expulsion of Roma from France took on unanticipated dimensions. Regardless of how words were twisted, the fact that the general public was confronted with this issue because of the Commission and the EU marks a positive development for Roma. Minority issues on the one hand and an epilogue of xenophobia and nationalism on the other, round out the image of Europe at the start of the twenty-first century. With the expulsions, France violated the rules on free movement within the EU as well as the prohibition on collective expulsion. The applicability of the terms "public security risk" and unreasonable "burden to the social assistance system" must be based on individual, not collective, considerations of personal circumstances and conduct. 140 An individual may present a threat to public security if he or she is the perpetrator of certain criminal acts and if, in his or her case, such a measure would not be disproportionate.
141
The European Commission's role as the guardian of the Treaties entails ensuring the comprehensive, effective implementation of this legislation in member states. With this in mind, at the end of September 2010, the Commission concluded, on the basis of an analysis of the expulsion of Roma, that France had not fully transferred European Directives on the free movement of people to its legal code.
142
The Commission warned the violating country that it must respect Directives on Free Movement, as well as the fundamental rights of EU citizens, and that it must prevent discrimination, particularly discrimination based on citizenship or ethnic belonging. At the same time, it served as a warning to countries like Italy, Sweden, and Denmark, which have begun expelling EU citizens solely on the basis of ethnic origin. 150 The French expulsions led the European Commission to decide to make a contribution to improving the situation of Roma in Europe. The Commission approved a strategy for national Roma integration.
151
In line with the EU strategy, each of the twenty-seven EU member states was required to set out a plan for improving the situation of the most vulnerable Roma communities living on their territory by the end of 2011.
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The strategy was intended to serve as a plan for achieving better integration through measures foreseen in four key areas: education, employment, health care and housing. 153 It is significant that the EU offered states financing for these plans. The European Commission was to assess the plans and deliver its report in the spring of 2012.
154
Despite the EU's best intentions and the Commission's efforts, the rather fatalistic cliché "the more things change, the more they stay the same" is a more than apt description of the situation of 147 For instance, the Directive states that persons "should have the right of residence in the host Member State for a period not exceeding three months without being subject to any conditions or any formalities other than the requirement to hold a valid identity card or passport" (Art. 6: Right of residence for up to three months).
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In contrast, the French law prescribes that authorities may expel a EU citizen in the first three months of his or her stay in France if his or her conduct presents a "genuine, present and sufficiently serious threat to one of the fundamental interests of society" (art. 39(3)).
159
According to the French law, expulsion is permissible in the event that an individual "abuses" his or her right to reside in the EU through shorter (less than three months) entries to and exits from the country if his or her stay in France is conditioned upon a fundamental intent to take advantage of the social assistance system and therefore represents an unreasonable burden on the social security system. 160 Such a rule is in violation of EU legislation, as it is not in accordance with Articles 6 and 14 (Retention of the right of residence) of the abovementioned EU Directive, and would in effect mean that the decision regarding which EU citizens may remain in France and which may not, is wholly at the discretion of the state. who travels to France two or more times for shorter periods in order to take advantage of the French social assistance system. It is true that the Directive also states (Art. 14) that persons who realize their right to residence are not to become an unreasonable burden to the social assistance system in the host member state during the initial period of residence.
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However, this does not mean that France may expel individuals solely on the basis of assumptions that the persons in question could eventually receive social assistance. Even if an individual has exercised rights stemming from the social assistance system, expulsion measures may not be the result of this alone (Article 14 (3)). 163 As long as those entitled to the right to reside do not constitute an unreasonable burden on the social assistance system in the host member state, they may not be expelled. 164 The expulsion of EU citizens and their family members is allowed only under Article 27 of the Directive, which is, on grounds of public order, public security and public health. 165 When taking an expulsion measure due to public order and public safety, the state is required to assess the "personal conduct of the individual concerned," and such conduct must represent "a genuine, present and sufficiently serious threat affecting one of the fundamental interests of society." 166 Before taking a decision on expulsion, the state must respect the personal circumstances of the individual, such as the duration of his or her stay in the territory of the state, his or her age, state of health and family, and his or her economic circumstances and social and cultural integration in the host country in relation to his or her country of origin (Directive, Art. 28(1)). 167 Therefore, the greater the degree of integration of EU citizens and their family members in the host member state, the greater the degree of their protection before there may be expulsion.
The French law contains all the elements laid out in the Directive to be used as prerequisites for making expulsion decisions; however, it also contains an exception for situations when there is sufficient reason to suspect that the Roma "profile" will be used by the authorities to speedily expel Roma without assessing individual circumstance. 168 This exception is rooted in public order violation cases, which permit the authorities to forcibly remove an alien (even a EU citizen) on the grounds of sufficient cause to suspect that he or she will engage in a criminal act of vagrancy or abusive occupation of land. 169 As part of a pre-election campaign aimed at achieving likability among the largest possible number of French voters, in the fall of 2010, Sarkozy attempted to remove as many aliens as possible, with an emphasis on Roma. 170 Sarkozy's stance on immigrants appeared to be paying off politically, as he persistently, all the way up until the presidential elections on April 22, 2012 (with a run-off election on May 6th), continued with his agitation of aliens.
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Stating that the system of integration functions poorly because there are too many foreigners in France, he attempted to justify his political duty to voters to reduce the flow of "foreigners" from the current 180,000 per year to 100,000 per year.
172
To effect the reduction of the number of foreigners in France, Sarkozy was even prepared to forego the Schengen Agreement, a 1985 treaty that removed border checks at the internal borders between member states (with the exception of Ireland and Great Britain), Switzerland and Iceland.
173
A pre-election "threat" in the form of the demand that, within one year, the EU amend the Schengen rules so as to cut off the free flow of illegal immigrants, was even addressed to the EU. 174 Sarkozy threatened that, should the EU fail to do this, France would leave the Schengen Area, which currently encompasses 400 million people on a territory of 1.7 million square miles. wealthy Parisian neighborhoods with the aim of reducing the number of bothersome foreigners (who were for the most part Roma).
176
The mayor of Paris, Bertrand Delanoe, described the measures as the unacceptable stigmatization of the (mostly) Roma population. 177 Today, the situation of Roma living on the outskirts of Paris and Marseilles, where most Roma can be found, is unbearable.
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Just when it seemed that the tale of forced expulsions from France had reached an end, and that the subject of forced expulsions and removals had disappeared from the headlines, the Roma tragedy got a reprise under the new president, Francois Hollande.
As if it were a never-ending soap opera, in August of 2012, the systematic demolition of Roma settlements began anew. 179 The demolition of shanties continued in September, and although it once again caught the media's attention, it does not appear that the persecution of Roma will cease.
180
France claims that it is voluntarily returning Romanian Roma to their country of origin in the framework of a humanitarian aid project (aides au retour humanitaire, ARH).
181
With the aim of deporting Roma, on September 12, the French and Romanian governments reached an agreement through which France would first remove eighty Roma families from France.
182
The project is set to continue with eighty projects meant to provide assistance for the reintegration of Roma who are sent back to Romania from France. It is very obvious that departures of Roma from France of this kind are not voluntary, as the agreement sees Romania committed to monitoring the reintegration of the Roma. This agreement is the product of two years of prior experience: the French pay Roma to leave France, and then the Roma return a few months later and once again wait to be 176 Hollande's pre-election promises to end Sarkozy's practice of demolishing Roma settlements and expelling Roma from the country were obviously mere words. Roma originally left Romania (and Bulgaria), only to be sent back by Sarkozy and now Hollande, because of severe forms of discrimination and economic and social exclusion.
185
In their Eastern European home countries, Roma are often the victims of physical attacks and various other forms of degradation, which is why they view France as the promised land.
186
Even with discrimination, prosecution of vagrancy and measures against parents who do not send their children to school, life in France is easier on Roma than life in Romania, the country to which Roma will be sent back over the next two years in line with the agreement.
V. THE ITALIAN "NOMAD EMERGENCY"
France's discriminatory treatment of Roma can be easily examined side-by-side with racist measures in Italy. Forza Italia, the right-leaning political party that won in the general elections in April 2008, began inciting intolerance towards Roma as early as its pre-election campaign. Nonetheless, in just two months and with the broad support of citizens, the government introduced a package of legal and political discriminatory measures aimed at Roma; the measures were approved by the newly elected parliament.
191
Of the 160,000 Roma living in Italy, 90,000 have Italian citizenship.
192
The remaining Roma come from Eastern Europe, mostly from Romania and the countries of the former Yugoslavia.
The measures through which Berlusconi's government declared a state of emergency in five Italian regions (Campania, Lazio, Lombardy, Piemont and Veneto) and which gave local authorities special powers regarding Roma and Roma settlements, were given the name the Nomad Emergency (L'Emergenza Nomadi).
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The measures were aimed at documenting Nomads or Roma and included collecting information (including about ethnicity and religion) together with fingerprints. 194 Through the Nomad Emergency, local authorities could justify the demolition of illegal Roma settlements and even violations of human rights. The Nomad (that is, Roma) database also included children.
195
It included all Roma, regardless of age, which the government explained as an urgent measure aimed at preventing the trafficking of children and children being forced to beg. 197 But even in Italy, the government's actions-the cataloguing of Roma-drew parallels to the cataloguing of Jews in World War II in many people's minds. 198 Another cause for concern was the fact that in a survey, eighty percent of Italian respondents said they agreed with the government's anti-Roma package.
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As noted above, the Nomad Emergency also included the demolition of illegal Roma settlements, which were mostly located in the suburbs of Rome, Milan, and Naples. 200 According to the government's plan, the camps were to be demolished and the Roma illegally living in Italy expelled by May 2009. 201 As a result of the "troublesome" nomad settlements, on May 21, 2008 the Italian government issued an ordinance (valid for one year) declaring a state of emergency in the Campania, Lazio and Lombardy regions. 202 In doing so, the government wished to highlight the danger to the local population, or in its own words, "the alarming social situation that could result in violations of public order and security." 203 Due to the "danger," the ordinance was also extended to the Piemont and Veneto regions. 204 The Nomad Danger measures authorized government representatives in the regions in order to circumvent laws protecting human rights, which resulted in more frequent forced, and for the most part, unsanctioned, removal of the Roma community.
205
Under the ordinance, authorized officials had discretion to fingerprint and document persons (including youth), and were able to adopt measures against persons who were or who could be expelled through administrative or judicial channels.
206
They even got permission to violate or circumvent laws pertaining [Vol. 36:65 to constitutionally protected fundamental human rights (for example, the right to be informed when collecting information). 207 Additionally, in his speeches, the Minister of the Interior emphasized on several occasions that the government will take urgent action and, in the future, will evict both Italian and foreign Roma.
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It wasn't until three years later that the government's autocracy was brought to an end by a decision by the highest administrative court in Italy; the Council of State ruled that the government ordinances-the Nomad Emergency-were illegal. 209 The court ruled that the implementation of the plan, through which a wide range of Roma communities' human rights were violated, was legally unacceptable.
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Although this halted the discriminatory ordinances, the Roma whose rights had been violated through the state of emergency in the three years prior to the verdict, weren't even offered damages. The Council of State has therefore put the enforcement of the ruling on hold until the Court of Cassation issues its ruling.
213
At the time of writing, a ruling still hadn't been issued. situation of Roma clearly hasn't changed a great deal. In December 2011, an angry mob (together with the President of the fifth ward, a civil servant) took part in a violent rally in Turin, setting fire to and destroying the illegal Roma camp at Via Continassa.
216
The violence was sparked by a media report about the rape of an Italian girl allegedly perpetrated by two Roma.
217
The alleged rape victim later withdrew the charges, but the disastrous consequences could not be undone.
218
The anger of the local Italian population led to violence against an entire Roma community.
219
The physical violence was accompanied by a flyer calling on residents to clean up the area where Roma reside.
220
The Italian government has not confronted the problems facing the country's Roma in earnest, nor with a view to a solution. However, it submitted a strategy for the inclusion of Roma to the European Commission in February 2012, where in which it promised to put an end to segregation and to encourage the inclusion of Roma through various measures.
221
Nearly half a year has passed, and the situation of Roma hasn't improved one iota. In the strategy, Italy promised to provide non-discriminatory education for children and to train adult Roma, with special emphasis on the employment of Roma women.
222
Through the use of the European Social Fund, it is supposed to help Roma obtain micro-credits. 223 Promises in the field of healthcare included vaccinations, improved medical care and even training Roma to work in the healthcare field. foreseen in the field of housing-i.e., providing adequate housing, including the construction of new housing and micro-credits for the purchase of flats.
225
In its strategy, the Italian government also explicitly stated its opposition to a system of camps, which, in its words, "contributes to social exclusion and segregation." 226 The Commission concluded that EU member states (Italy included) had "made an effort to develop a comprehensive approach to Roma integration." 227 Its main remark was that, in many areas, more specific definitions of objectives and calendars for implementing measures and obtaining funds for foreseen measures are lacking.
228
This vagueness certainly serves Italy, as the lack of clear information makes monitoring and evaluating the implementation of the foreseen measures much more difficult, if not impossible.
While these promises are being made, local authorities in Italy continue to evict Roma from illegal settlements with the help of the police.
229
Instead of offering them living conditions befitting the twenty-first century, such as clean drinking water, sewage systems, electricity and other basic amenities, local authorities are merely driving them out. Another method used by local authorities is to move Roma to official camps in isolated areas, even though official Italian policy, as outlined in the strategy for the inclusion of Roma, distances itself from these measures.
231
Roma families living in these camps face difficulties accessing some of the most basic necessities, including schools, stores and hospitals as they are fenced in and monitored by security cameras, far from other inhabited areas.
232
The newly founded official Roma camp in the vicinity of Rome, "La Barbuta," is proof that the government is not keeping its promises to the European Commission. 233 Although it has not resorted to the use of discriminatory language, in its actions, Monti's government is showing that its stance is ultimately identical to that of its predecessor. In the first half of 2012, around 850 people were driven out of unofficial camps in the vicinity of Rome.
234
Although Roma living in Italy are no longer being fingerprinted, and the fingerprints already collected may not be used, they still exist. Amos Luzzatto (the former head of the Union of Jewish Communities in Italy) pointed out that it was precisely through measure like this documentation and fingerprinting, limited to the Roma population (including 80,000 Roma children), that Mussolini's regime achieved the segregation of the Jews in 1938. 235 According to Luzzatto, there exists a latent racism within Italian culture that cyclically manifests itself. 236 The fingerprinting of children presupposes that these children are potential thievesperpetrators of criminal acts.
237
Fingerprints are not only a way to document unwanted individuals, but are also, as recent history demonstrates, acts leading to discrimination, exclusion from schooling, and the introduction of separate classes. It is obvious that Italy, like a growing number of European countries, has begun to forget history's reminder.
VI. HUNGARIAN "GYPSY CRIMES" AND ATTACKS FROM FAR RIGHT GROUPS
The tale of Roma living in Hungary differs little from that of Roma living elsewhere in Europe. Are Hungarians concerned about demographic predictions, which foresee nearly half the population being of Roma origin by 2050? Do Hungarians feel repulsed at the thought of racial and cultural diversity? Regardless of the reasons behind the persecution of Roma in Hungary, the most recent antiRoma developments in the country are cause for serious concern. According to data from the European Union Agency for 235 gardens.
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Gypsy crimes only further incite villagers to anger, making it easier for them to support the authorities' measures. It is interesting to note that every time support for the Jobbik party begins to decline, the party begins intensively using anti-Roma policies and persecuting Roma, which in turn strengthens its position among potential voters. The Jobbik party even proposed that parliament adopt a penal provision that would prohibit the denial of "gypsy" crime.
250
The party foresees a penalty of up to three years in prison for denying that Roma are perpetrators of criminal acts and that they are criminals.
251
The new penal code adopted by the Hungarian parliament in June 2012 after months of heated debate (and which entered into force on July 1, 2013) did not include the Jobbik party's proposals.
252
It did, however, introduce an effective system of strict penalties for perpetrators of criminal acts stemming from prejudice and hatred if said acts are committed against a national, racial, religious, or ethnic group.
253
Criminal acts committed against Roma will therefore not go unpunished as at present. Here, however, a question regarding the efficiency of sanctioning bodies, such as the police, the state prosecutor and the courts, arises. Even the best penal codes will fail to achieve their objectives if they are not actually enforced.
The Jobbik party has become very "innovative," cleverly making use of different methods for terrorising and persecuting Roma. One example is the extensive public building program in the village of Gyöngyöspat, whose mayor, Oszkar Juhász, is a member of the Jobbik party. 254 At first glance, the project seems rather wellintentioned: eighty percent of the people it employs are from the local area and many of them are of Roma origin. which does not even come close to the amount an individual requires for his subsistence, let alone for that of his family. The hidden objective of this kind of "employment" is to address the laziness of Roma and finally, to get them to work. Inhumane treatment is used to coerce Roma workers in their work, and includes walking several kilometres through overgrowth, which the workers clear with machetes, in extreme heat and without water. 257 In the winter, the police and local guards check and personally examine the Roma workers to make sure they do not carry off wood to use as fuel.
258
For as petty an act as riding a bicycle without a bell or jaywalking, Roma are hit with fines in the amount of 10,000-15,000 forints (€35-53 or $46-70), which, in light of the income situation of most Roma, are impossibly large.
259
It is a case of blatant discrimination, as non-Roma are not fined for such petty violations. The aim of this treatment of Roma is very clear-to create living conditions in Gyöngyöspat that are so unbearable that Roma will have no choice but to move elsewhere. Regardless of how members of the EU interpret the work offered to Roma, one simply cannot overlook the fact that the extreme right-wing militant groups monitoring and patrolling in villages with a Roma population with the supposed aim of "re-establishing order" are blatantly inappropriate, ethically unacceptable, and legally discriminatory.
One may justifiably ask: where are the individuals of the village amid all of these discriminatory, offensive acts? Their problem is that they are blind to the situation. They are for the most part uneducated and poor, which is why indoctrination is not a very difficult task for the authorities. 260 Yet, this must not be an excuse for looking the other way and ignoring the local anti-Roma policy.
These types of local policies are unavoidable as the police themselves are involved in the violation of Roma rights in many instances. Some parts of Hungary with high concentrations of Roma, like the Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen area in the southeast, record the largest number of incidents of verbal and physical assaults on Roma The number of such cases in Europe is on the rise. 264 In addition to the discrimination mentioned above, Hungary has gained media attention from the Magyar Gárda, Jobbik's paramilitary wing, which was established in 2007. 265 The Gárda held rallies and members dressed in military uniforms that were reminiscent of the Arrow Cross party, a World War II Hungarian fascist party. 266 The Hungarian Supreme Court banned Jobbik's militant wing in 2009 for spreading nationalism and xenophobia. 267 The Court's decision, however, has changed nothing, and the Gárda's rallies continue unchecked.
268
Dressed in jackboots and black pants, with badges bearing discriminatory slogans, the Gárda frequently spreads hatred towards Roma, often calling for an end to "gypsy criminality."
269
The "soldiers" also physically engage Roma and use physical threats to provoke fear. 270 The Jobbik party's sister group, the so-called Brighter Future Militia, commenced similar actions in 2011. 271 In March and April of that year, the Brighter Future Militia began monitoring the Roma community in the towns of Hajduhadhaz and Gyöngyöspata in Eastern Hungary. 272 Uniformed members of the militia and other groups went through villages carrying torches, whips and axes. 273 Their objective was to provoke fear among the Roma.
274
A police decree issued by the Ministry of the Interior banned the militia's activities, but right-wing extremists continued with their one-off attacks. 275 In 2012, public rallies and outbreaks calling for racial and ethnic discrimination against Roma continued. These public rallies and outbreaks contribute to the increased xenophobia in areas with larger Roma populations such as Hajduhadház, Gyöngyöspata, Zagyvarékas, Bekescsaba, Galgagyorgy, Tatárszentgyörgy, Miskolc and Sajóbábony.
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The government is keeping quiet on the matter and has not implemented an effective system for collecting data on "violent hate crimes" or the ethnicity of the victims of such crimes.
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Although the government occasionally calls on extremists to cease their activities, its inactivity cannot be interpreted as anything but an open affirmation of the violence against Roma.
In September 2010, European Parliament Member Csanád Szegedi proposed open discrimination against Roma. 278 Ironically, Szegedi was a member of the Jobbik party until 2012 when it was revealed that he is of Jewish descent.
279
In 2010, he proposed establishing "Public Order Detention Settlements" for the Roma who disturb or threaten the non-Roma's environment. Here, one must keep in mind the history of hatred towards Jews and Roma. Today, Hungary's extreme right preaches to its voters that "Roma and Jews" are enemies of the state. At a time of financial and social crisis, Hungarians have found (along with the oppressed and right-less Roma who pose a demographic threat) a "wealthier" enemy-Jewish people. 281 Representatives of the extreme right maintain that opposing socialist and liberal parties serve the interests of Israel and the Jews rather than their homeland, Hungary.
282
The all too familiar cycle of persecutor and persecuted is once again taking shape, with the respective roles being played by the same groups as in the past.
As seen on websites such as http://kuruc.info/, in addition to anti-Jewish policy and denial of the Holocaust, Anti-Roma policy and the public exposure of "gypsy criminality" are spreading. Is this a matter of freedom of speech and whether a EU member state is individually competent enough to regulate such speech and hatred? Or should the EU and the European Council step in and prohibit legally unacceptable, inflammatory, anti-minority actions of this kind?
VII. ACTIVATION POLICY IN SLOVAKIA
Ethnic discrimination is widely acknowledged as a factor that prevents effective implementation of plans to improve the employment of Roma. Even the Director of the Slovakian Employment Office has acknowledged ethnic discrimination.
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In 1999, the Director stated that applicants of Roma descent are marked with the letter "R" in their records due to their "complicated social adaptability." 284 This is not an isolated case; open discrimination against Roma workers can be found more or less throughout Europe. One result of this is widespread unemployment amongst Roma. In most European countries, Roma live off of social assistance from the state.
This pattern of unemployment can also be found in Slovakia, where the government tightened the social assistance system in 2003 and 2004 when it placed limits on social assistance for families. 285 The measures implemented put pressure on social assistance recipients (including a large number of Roma), which led to demonstrations, primarily in Eastern Slovakia.
286
Although the demonstrations were peaceful for the most part, the media labelled them "gypsy unrest" and "Roma riots." 287 For the first time since the fall of the communist regime, Slovakia mobilized the police and military (1,600 police officers and 1,000 soldiers).
288
The purpose of the armed presence was to monitor the Roma community and establish public order so that, in the words of the Prime Minister, "people could feel safe."
289
With the aim of defusing the situation that arose, the government decided to expand social assistance for those actively seeking employment. This new law reduced social assistance to families in need and also introduced a cap on assistance, which was not dependent on the number of family members.
292
This meant that for many who had previously been entitled to assistance, including many Roma with large families, social assistance was cut by as much as half.
293
Through the simultaneous implementation of the activation program, the state promised it would actually increase aid to those who were eligible. The payment was initially €25. 294 Today, it is €63.07 per month. 295 The aim of the activation policy was to maintain the work habits of the employment seeker, who had performed at least ten hours of work per week, and at least forty hours of work per month.
296
In many areas, Roma constituted close to 100% of the individuals participating in the activation activities.
297
In 2004, an unprecedented 243,000 Roma were employed.
298
In some areas (Košice, Prešov) there was even a shortage of work, which the government described as a tremendous success. 299 The unemployability of Roma was supposed to be reduced through "activation" in public works programs. 300 According to the law, activation activities can be performed in the following areas: "improvement of living conditions, social and cultural conditions, protection of the environment, preservation of cultural heritage, improvement of the economic conditions of the municipality, delivering social services and education as well as other community activities." 301 "Activation" is currently the only program aimed at stimulating employment for Roma. However, it is task-based and does not provide any formal training or investment to improve the qualifications of participants.
302
The pay Roma receive for hard labour is exceptionally small-especially when compared to the minimum wage of €337.70 303 -an amount that has led some analysts to compare this employment to modern-day slavery. Roma are forced to accept any work they can find because they are aware that participation in the activation programs is a condition for receiving social assistance. 305 Some municipalities that have entered the activation program constantly come up with work that program employees can perform, thereby abusing the goal of the program. 306 Furthermore, there have been instances where activation work has replaced the work of regular full-time employees and enabled private enterprises to lay off full-time workers.
307
Although the tasks workers are asked to perform are the same or even more strenuous, pay for activation work is lower.
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This work does not contribute to the search for more permanent employment; as can be deduced from the above, the trend appears to be going in the opposite direction. Companies that make use of activation work provide services and produce goods at a lower price than companies with full-time employees.
309
Activation policy serves to perpetuate discrimination against Roma, as it provides only the least desirable jobs, which some in Slovakia call "work for blacks." 310 Local authorities who are in charge of implementing the program, divide workers into subgroups-for example, waste separation, street cleaning, road maintenance work, maintenance work in public squares, maintenance work in parks, and cemeteries.
311
Each group has its own unwritten rules, and cases of corruption are not infrequent.
312
Workers are placed in a hierarchy, with their placement depending for the most part on the level of the sub-group. 313 The program was also supposed to offer activated workers with regular and special education and individual-based training aimed at making it easier to find a job, but it has fallen far short of these goals, which really never made it past the idea phase. 314 Although the implementation of the Activation Works Program in Slovakia is financed to a large degree from the European Social Fund, the actual program has little in common with the one submitted. should also point this out. In listing priorities for accessing structural funds, it only emphasizes the stated purpose of reducing unemployment and improving the situation of marginalized groups; not that the project be carried out in conformity with the submitted program.
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The social exclusion of Roma leads to poverty and need and, at the same time, has economic consequences for society as a whole. The above description shows that the inclusion of Roma in the real labor market is extremely low. As a result of discrimination, Roma are not offered work to the same extent as non-Roma, except work that is degrading and that non-Roma do not wish to perform. 317 This applies not only to private enterprises, but also to the public sector. 318 This void in the labor market could pose a serious problem in the future considering the demographic trend of an aging population across Eastern Europe. Young people, including Roma with full-time employment, are going to have to cover costs resulting from an increased number of pensions and medical payouts. Removing discrimination and providing equal opportunities for employment to Roma would certainly lead to a more favourable economic situation and to a reduction in social assistance. Despite the positive effects that an anti-discriminatory policy could have for state finances, and despite the fact that seventy-three percent of Roma households in Slovakia are still dependent on social assistance, 319 the Constitutional Court in Slovakia has prohibited positive measures aimed at removing discrimination.
320
The Court recalled Section 8(8) AntiDiscrimination Act, which stated that "with a view to ensuring full equality in practice and compliance with the principle of equal treatment, specific balancing measures to prevent disadvantages linked to racial or ethnic origin may be adopted." 321 The Court declared the anti-discrimination law unconstitutional, saying that it is not in the spirit of the principle of the rule of law. In this conclusion, which is sadly not the "conclusion" of a series of unfortunate developments involving Roma, I would like to point out the different layers of the situation of Roma living in Europe today. The rise in intolerance towards Roma is clearly linked to the European policy of belt-tightening and worsening social and economic conditions on the continent. Politicians in the countries most affected by the economic crisis have had to find a "bone"-Roma-to throw to the angry, disaffected masses. This lessens pressure on ruling powers and takes the heat off the state, but at the same time, releases a wave of negativity on the fastest growing minority in Europe, which is helpless to defend itself. 324 Roma are unwanted wherever they go, faced with poor living conditions and illiteracy, and forced to live on the fringes of society and the developed world. These conditions make it impossible for Roma to climb out of the dire straits in which they find themselves. Despite its big words, the EU has not been a great help. States have come to realize that violations will go unsanctioned and the media buzz criticizing what actually comes out of the EU quickly dies down. Thus runs the vicious cycle of Roma leaving Eastern Europe and arriving in France, where they are paid to return "voluntarily" to their home countries, only to once again depart from Eastern Europe. 325 The French have caught on and cleverly reached an agreement on the expulsion of Roma with the Romanians, whereby the Romanians monitor Roma to ensure that they will not be able to return to France. 326 It is quite possible that the system will be a success for France, and that the country will have found a long-term solution to deal with non-French Roma. Yet calculations of this kind are unacceptable. From a legal standpoint, the question of the free movement of people within the EU arises; and in practice, there is the question of how the monitoring and supervision of the Roma who have been returned to Romania is to be carried out. The discrimination, poverty and police supervision that Roma sought to escape by going to France will once again return to their lives. And Europe is once again silent.
In this contribution, I outlined some of the more blatant and problematic violations of the rights of Roma in Europe today. The list could be expanded daily, as new violations occur in a growing number of countries. So what can I offer by way of a conclusion? Or, more accurately, what can be done to improve the situation of Roma in Europe?
We have seen the impotency of criticism from both the EU and the European Council aimed at individual member states and their policies, and can conclude that merely providing legal arrangements and ensuring conditions on paper is not enough. This is apparent in the adoption of a national strategy for the integration of Roma on the EU level. 327 States have gone about this task with a "two in the bush" approach; substantially, they promise a great deal, but do not back it up with calendars or financial planning, making the monitoring of actual implementation virtually impossible. 328 While the EU has pointed this out, states are aware that the paper "holds water," so to speak, and that ultimately, they themselves will have to deal with and manage the actual realities in their territories. 329 Roma nor had ever had them in their classes before. Instead of being placed in separate classes or groups, Roma children are treated just like children of other immigrants who require special assistance due to the language barrier.
336
I mention this example because I believe that Roma issues must be addressed through best practices on all levels, especially in the field of education; the way the child-and later the adult-feels in the environment he or she lives in is of fundamental importance. It will, in all likelihood, be a considerable task to get a child excited about attending school if he or she is not allowed to board a bus and ride to school with the children he or she will have to socialize with at school because of prejudice. Without schooling, it will be difficult to find work and the child will find him or herself drawn into a cycle of poverty and hunger, which he or she will be forced to mitigate from time to time by stealing greens from a neighbour's garden. This vicious cycle will perpetuate negative judgment as well as the stereotype that Roma are lazy and filthy, that they steal, do not know how to live in an orderly environment and are incompetent and intellectually inferior. These judgments and stereotypes may remain entrenched in the minds of future generations.
Despite Europe's declarations of minority rights protections, real protection exists only on paper and seems a long way from becoming a reality for Roma. That is why it is understandable that today, Roma throughout Europe are increasingly passing themselves off as "others" (i.e., as Turks). In line with the logic of majority national groups, by doing so, they are putting themselves in a somewhat better position than they would encounter as "Tsigani." If we wish to introduce a greater degree of tolerance into nationalist Europe, the pejorative and demeaning words: "Gypsies" and "Tsigani" should disappear from our vocabulary. Or perhaps, as my close American friend of Hungarian descent suggested, we should begin using these words to denote "travellers," that is, all those who find that the world is already too small and who never fully know where the new day will take them.
